Stock material positioning and measuring into the
Tipo D50-F is accomplished with a positive
rack and pinion system. Once the clamping of
automatically measured prior to the start of the
fabrication process.

The Tipo D50-F includes a miter-cutting circular saw
with carbide inserts for maximum productivity. The
saw can position automatically for miter cuts of up to
60° in either direction.

AUTOMATIC CNC HIGH SPEED DRILLING & SAWING LINE
FOR FLATS, ANGLES AND CHANNELS

TIPO D50-F

Flat size [min. inch]

2’’ x 1/4”

Flat size [max. inch]

20” x 1”

Drilling heads [no.]

2

Drilling tools per head [no.]

8

Drilling diameter [max. inch]

1-9/16” (2’’)

Spindle speed [max. RPM]

3500

Spindle power [HP]

25 (36)

Cutting unit

Disc saw (mitering)
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TIPO D50-F
Automatic CNC high speed
drilling & sawing line for flats,
angles and channels
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TIPO D50-F Automatic CNC high speed drilling & sawing line
for flats, angles and channels

ABC123

The addition of the innovative TIPO D50-F line extends our technological solutions to address

Angles with full miter cuts on both ends
can be processed to generate typical
framing structures.
20’’ x 1’’ is exhibited with its ability to
not only cut the part to length but also
clip the corners as required.

The base system incorporates one or two high performance in line direct drive spindles driven
Each spindle is equipped with a 7-7/8” sub-axis stroke so typical hole patterns can be produced
Pegaso is the latest generation

hole patterns in both legs of angles up to 7’’ simultaneously.
Each drill spindle includes an 8-position automatic tool changer to address diverse applications

CNC and PLC are all integrated into
a single circuit board for maximum
reliability. Pegaso is based upon a
and EtherCAT for controlling up to
32 separate CNC axes.

programmable marking unit can be
furnished to automatically generate

An integrated exit conveyor and
unloading system has the ability to
required.

